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HSEY Offerings

Clothing: Women's, Men's, Baby

Mugs & Drinkware

Booth Decorations
Clothing

EF Baby Onsie

IEC T-Shirt: Community

IEC T-Shirt: Family

IEC T-Shirt: Open Your Home

Hello T-Shirt

Long Sleeve T-Shirt

Hoodie
This is a great everyday item for the little bundle of joy in your life. It’s ultra-durable (see: bring on the spit-up, strained peas and juice) and will stand up to whatever your baby can dish out. Makes a great gift for the new addition in any family.
100% cotton 1X1 baby rib knit | Fabric weight: 4.5 oz
Pre-washed for superior softness and minimal shrinkage
Envelope neck and 3-snap leg closure allow for easy dressing
Reinforced, double-stitching throughout
Imported; processed and printed in the U.S.A.

Sizes Available:
   Newborn
   6 Months
   12 Months

Colors Available:
   Blue
   Pink
The headliner of the Spreadshirt Collection is our premium t-shirt. This is as perfect as perfect gets: it's soft yet stretchy, a little longer than a standard tee and figure-flattering. This item runs small.

100% cotton (heather gray is 95% cotton/5% viscose. Heather Blue & Charcoal Gray are 80% cotton/20% polyester) | Fabric weight: 5.29 oz (midweight)

Fairly produced, certified and triple audited

Optimized for vibrant print results

Double-stitched ribbed collar and hems

Imported; processed and printed in the U.S.A.

Sizes Available:
Women's: S-3XL
Men's: S-3XL

Colors Available:
Navy
Pink (only available in Women's sizes)
The headliner of the Spreadshirt Collection is our premium t-shirt. This is as perfect as perfect gets: it’s soft yet stretchy, a little longer than a standard tee and figure-flattering. This item runs small. 100% cotton (heather gray is 95% cotton/5% viscose. Heather Blue & Charcoal Gray are 80% cotton/20% polyester) | Fabric weight: 5.29 oz (midweight)

Fairly produced, certified and triple audited
Optimized for vibrant print results
Double-stitched ribbed collar and hems
Imported; processed and printed in the U.S.A.

Sizes Available:
Women's: S-3XL
Men's: S-5XL

Colors Available:
Navy
Pink (only available in Women's sizes)
IEC T-Shirt: Open Your Home
Bonus Points: 7

This premium t-shirt is as close to perfect as can be. It’s optimized for all types of print and will quickly become your favorite t-shirt. Soft, comfortable and durable, this is a definite must-own and a Spreadshirt recommended product.

100% cotton (heather gray is 95%/5% viscose. Heather Blue & Charcoal Gray are 80% Cotton/20% Polyester) | Fabric Weight: 5.29 oz (heavyweight)

Wide range of sizes from S-5XL

Fairly produced, certified and triple audited.

Double stitched, reinforced seams at shoulder, sleeve, collar and waist

Optimized for beautiful brilliance across all printing methods

Imported; processed and printed in the U.S.A.
This is our best seller for a reason. Relaxed, tailored and ultra-comfortable, you'll love the way you look in this durable, reliable classic. 100% pre-shrunk cotton (heather gray color is 90% cotton/10% polyester, ash color is 98% cotton/2% polyester, heather black is 50% cotton/50% polyester) | Fabric Weight: 5.0 oz (heavyweight) Double-stitched seams at shoulder, sleeve, collar and waist Available in a wide variety of colors Imported; processed and printed in the U.S.A.
Long Sleeve T-Shirt

Bonus Points: 10

This long sleeve jersey t-shirt has a custom contoured fit and is super comfortable. It’s perfect for layering in the cold months and great for a lighter outer layer in the warm ones. This item runs small. 100% preshrunk cotton | Fabric weight: 5 oz (lightweight)

Double-stitched cuffs, collar and waist
Reinforced shoulder construction retains shape and elasticity, comfort and support

¾" cuff and bottom hem
Imported; processed and printed in the U.S.A.

Sizes Available:
Women's: S-2XL
Men's: S-2XL

Colors Available:
Navy
This Hanes classic is comfortable, stylish and versatile. Perfect as an outer or under layer, the men’s hooded sweatshirt has become a staple in any wardrobe. Kangaroo-style front pocket is perfect for your phone, keys or anything else you want to stash.

50% cotton/50% polyester | Fabric Weight: 7.8 oz (midweight)  
Ribbed cuffs and waist hem  
Adjustable drawstring hood  
Imported; processed and printed in the U.S.A.

Sizes Available:  
Men's: S-2XL

Colors Available:  
Navy
Mugs & Drinkware

Mug: Bring the World to Your Family

Mug: Together We Open

Water Bottle

Travel Mug: HSEY Logo

Travel Mug: Ask Me About Hosting
This porcelain, fully-insulated mug is the perfect way to personalize your morning brew. Printable with graphics, photos or text, this handled mug is a great way to make your cup as unique as your coffee (cream and sugar not included).

Ceramic | Capacity: 10 fl oz
Dishwasher safe
Lead and Cadmium free
Imported; processed and printed in the U.S.A.
Your hands won’t be the only things wrapped around this stylish mug! Our panoramic printing technique allows you to wrap your photos, designs, and texts in 360° style. Customize your mug just like you would your coffee; we may not have the sugar, but believe us, these mugs are sweet!

100% ceramic | Capacity: 11fl.oz.
Dishwasher safe
Lead & Cadmium free
Tip: to prolong the life of your print, hand washing is recommended
Imported, printed and processed in the USA
Water Bottle

Bonus Points: 7

Colors Available: Pink Text

Bring this water bottle with you to the gym, strap it to your bike, or carry it along to the beach or work. Take your favorite beverage with you wherever you go with this convenient, customizable container. Think of all the money you'll save on bottled water and how good you'll feel being so environmentally conscious!

Made of aluminum and plastic | Volume: 20 fl. oz.

Product passes CPSIA testing guidelines for BPA safe/free
Equipped with fastening clip
Not suitable for carbonated beverages
Not for use in dishwasher, freezer, or microwave
Imported; processed and printed in the U.S.A.
We’re an on-the-go society. We eat on-the-go, we work on-the-go, we grab and we run. This travel mug is the ideal companion for the “on-the-go” in you. Good for hot or cold beverages, this mug will keep up with the breakneck pace of your day. Made of stainless steel, rubber and plastic |

Mug volume: 14 fl oz
Closeable drinking cap
Travel mug IS NOT dishwasher safe
Perfect for both hot and cold drinks Imported; processed and printed in the U.S.A.
Travel Mug: Ask Me About Hosting a Student

Bonus Points: 7

We’re an on-the-go society. We eat on-the-go, we work on-the-go, we grab and we run. This travel mug is the ideal companion for the “on-the-go” in you. Good for hot or cold beverages, this mug will keep up with the breakneck pace of your day. Made of stainless steel, rubber and plastic |

- Mug volume: 14 fl oz
- Closeable drinking cap
- Travel mug IS NOT dishwasher safe

Perfect for both hot and cold drinks
Imported; processed and printed in the U.S.A.

Colors Available:
Navy Text
Booth Decorations

Table Runners

HSEY Banners
Table Runner

For any of your booths, it's the perfect table cover to let people know who you are and what you're about!

Bonus Points: 5

Colors Available: Navy
Choose one of these stand-up banners to go with you alongside any booth. These are sent with the banner and collapsible stand. They stand approximately 5.5 feet tall.